THE HEADSET
RECONSIDERED
More than just an accessory,
a tool for productivity

While they used to be considered merely “nice to have”
accessories bundled free with mobile phones, headsets have
evolved into valuable communication tools. Their importance
in the workplace, however, is often underestimated.
With widespread adoption of unified communications and
collaboration (UCC) platforms in today’s business world,
premium headset use has become a necessity. It plays
an integral role in ensuring a seamless interaction with
clients, coworkers and a company’s overall IT environment.
According to a recent study conducted by EPOS that
surveyed more than 2,500 employees around the world, on
an average workday, 49% use an audio device for conference
calls, 29% use a headset or headphones around the office
and 39% primarily use their headset or headphones for
calls with coworkers. In offices, manufacturing plants and
warehouses, the headset is now a constant companion of
many employees, and the user experience has become an
important business consideration.

Premium audio is key to any UCC initiative
A primary reason why UCC platforms fail to deliver the ROI
that companies expect is lack of employee adoption, often
attributable to negative user experience with the technology.
One way to improve the chances for success is for companies
to invest in business-grade audio technology to ensure a
higher adoption rate. When choosing the audio device for a
UCC deployment, consider these three main factors:
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•

Quality—Research shows the top three attributes of
a high-quality headset are exceptional sound, good
durability and noise cancellation. Consumer-grade
headsets tend to break down quickly and have to be
replaced frequently, increasing costs and decreasing
productivity, and they are not optimized for UCC
platforms. They also don’t offer the same level of sound
quality as business-grade headsets, which tend to have
noise canceling technology built into the speakers, as
well as the microphones. This ensures the user can block
out background noises in the work environment and the
person on the other end will only hear the party they’re
speaking with.

•

Comfort—In a UCC-enabled environment, employees can
spend several hours a day wearing their headsets and
talking to others. If the devices are not comfortable, they
won’t be worn for long. And the more often users opt out
of wearing their audio endpoints, the less successful the
UCC deployment will be.

•

Convenience—Businesses investing in headsets for
UCC deployment need to be sure the devices are plugand-play and certified to work with their specific UCC
platform. In addition, employees will ideally want the
ability to easily switch back and forth between phone
calls and listening to music, and cancel out background
noise while they’re concentrating on work tasks. Of those
surveyed in the study cited above, 27% listen to music
while at work and 24% use a headset or headphones for
both work and private activities.

Audio technology continues to advance
As the role of headsets has evolved, there’s been
considerable innovation in the development of the devices.
To ensure optional sound and the ability to integrate with
other communication devices, mini computers now power
UCC headsets, and software has become a key driving force
behind headset functionality.
“At EPOS, we are no longer developing just a headset but
rather a complex IT device,” states Jesper Kock, Director of
Research & Development. “We need to ensure that users feel
like they’re in the same room as the person they’re speaking
to, by transmitting the clearest and most natural sound
possible.” This requires finding just the right algorithms to
deliver optimum noise cancellation, speech intelligibility and
sound quality.
Today’s headsets also need to comply with thousands of
standards across the globe and be able to interact with
a variety of iOS and Android phones and mobile devices.

At EPOS, teams of highly specialized sound engineers
and system architects work together to make certain
that every headset produced by the company meets
these requirements.
EPOS has achieved a breakthrough in controlling background
noise, a common distraction in today’s open office
environments. The company’s unique NoiseGard technology,
found in many of its wireless headsets, including the IMPACT
SDW 5000 Wireless DECT Series, not only recognizes the
noise in a room, it goes one step further. It sends out an
opposite signal to neutralize and cancel out the noise.
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Another innovation can be found in the company’s PRESENCE
Grey Series headset. EPOS has incorporated three specialized
microphones into the devices. They work together
seamlessly to ensure consistent and clear communication,
even in challenging sound environments like warehouses,
construction sites and airports.

Premium audio eases and improves
UCC transition
The shift to UCC technology can require changing habits
and communication protocols within an organization, which
is seldom easy. As a direct connection between people,
headsets can play a significant role in easing the transition.
Certified for Skype for Business and compatible with all
major UCC platforms, EPOS | SENNHEISER’s IMPACT SC 660
ANC USB headset has been specifically designed for faster
user acceptance in organizations that are adopting a new
UCC work culture.

This premium headset features EPOS | SENNHEISER Voice
Clarity, based on wideband sound, which delivers a more
natural listening experience. The noise-canceling microphone
ensures optimum speech intelligibility by filtering out
ambient noise so users can enjoy an ideal communication
experience even in the noisiest environments. Sound
enhancement profiles automatically adjust audio settings to
optimize the voice quality of calls and the user’s multimedia
experience. EPOS’ advanced ActiveGard technology, built
into the headset, prevents acoustic shock and sudden sound
bursts.

The IMPACT SC 660 ANC USB is also designed for maximum
comfort. Its flexible, lightweight headband with leatherette
padding adjusts for a personalized fit, and large, acoustic
foam ear pads with soft, removable leatherette covers
ensure flexibility and wearing comfort throughout the
day. The bendable boom arm allows the microphone to be
placed in the perfect position to ensure optimal microphone
performance.
There’s even an in-line control unit that lets calls be
managed intuitively with the touch of a finger.

A look to the future
“We are currently seeing the beginning of a transition
from headsets as peripheral devices to components of an
integral user interface that can contribute intelligently to
its ecosystem and add value beyond audio,” continues Kock.
“We have our fingers on the pulse of innovation, working
together with strong partners in a range of complementary
industries.”
First, there’s the potential of headsets as wearable
technology. Devices in the future may be used to monitor
physiological stats like heart rate, body temperature,
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respiration rate, muscle tension, brain waves and more—and
to help adjust the office environment for the health needs of
the employee.
“However, the communication experience is still, and will be
for the foreseeable future, the most important feature in
headset design,” Kock adds. He and his team are continually
working to provide the best possible connection between
caller and call recipient—even going as far as delivering a
more immersive experience through the headset, a frontier
they’ve yet to reach.
The innovations Kock describes are certainly exciting, and the
future holds lots of potential. One thing’s for sure: as audio
technology continues to progress, it will transform the way
people work and collaborate even further. A device that was
once merely an add-on is now the gateway to all sorts of
possibilities.
To learn more about EPOS and the variety of
audio technology the company has to offer, visit
www.eposaudio.com.
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